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ABSTRACT 
A fair classification of groups of prime-power order can be given, when employing the
equivalence r lation brought out by Ph. Hall, called n-isoclinism (n _>0). In this paper n-isoclinism 
is studied from a character theoretic point of view in case n = 0, 1 or 2. It is known that being an 
M-group is invariant under 1-isoclinism and that under 2-isoclinism this does not hold in general. 
However, under suitable oddness as umptions on the groups in question, the invariance under 
2-isoclinism of being an M-group will be established in an important special case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The fol lowing def in i t ion stems f rom Phi l ip Hal l  ([6]). 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let n_  0. The groups G and H are said to be n-isoclinic, 
written G ~-H, if there exists a pair of  i somorphisms (cq/~) with ~:  G/~ (G)-~ 
-~H/~n(H ) and /~:yn+a(G)~Y~+l (H  ) such that for all gl . . . . .  gn+l~G and 
hl~a(g l~(G))  . . . . .  h,+l~a(g,+l~n(G)) it holds that /~([gt . . . . .  g~+ll)  = 
= [h 1 . . . . .  h~+ 1]. 
Here Y~+I(G), respectively ~,(G),  denotes the (n + 1)-th term of  the lower, 
respectively upper ,  central series of  a group G ([15], page 121). As is well- 
known, Yn+I(G) is generated by the ( left -normed) simple commutators  
[gl . . . . .  gn+l] of  weight n+ 1. 
The not ion of  n- isocl inism yields an equivalence relat ion on the class of  all 
groups,  that generalizes i somorphism (= 0-isoclinism). In the case n = 1 Phi l ip 
Hal l  employed the above not ion to obta in  a sat isfactory classif icat ion of  f inite 
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groups of prime power order ([5]). For the rest of this paper we shall only deal 
with finite groups. The following proposition gives a criterion for a subgroup 
H of G to be n-isoclinic to G. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Let H <_ G and let n >_ O. 
G=H(n(G).  
PROOF. See [1], Lemma 1.3. [] 
Then G 7 H if and only i f  
The concept of n-isoclinism divides the class of all groups into equivalence 
classes, called n-isoclinism classes. A natural question that arises is whether or 
not a particular property of some group G, such as nilpotency, (super)solvabili- 
ty etc., is also shared by the other members of the n-isoclinism class to which 
G belongs. In reference to it J.C. Bioch and R.W. van der Waall proved the 
following theorem ([2], Theorem 4.6). 
1.3. THEOREM. Let G and H be groups with G-( H. Then G is an M-group 
if  and only i f  H is an M-group. 
Recall that a complex character of a finite group G is monomial if it is induc- 
ed from a linear (i.e. degree one) character of a subgroup of G, and that G is 
an M-group if all its irreducible complex characters are monomial. All 
character theory in this paper is done over the field of the complex numbers. 
Our notation follows [4] and [10] or is otherwise standard or self-explanatory. 
Theorem (2.1) will provide a 'one character at a time' version of Theorem 
(1.3), in case H_  G. If in the statement of Theorem (1.3) G q- H is replaced by 
G~-H the assertion is no longer valid. Namely there exists an example of an 
M-group G of order 2 9. 7 containing a non-M normal subgroup H with H 7 G 
and I G/H[ = 2 (see [16]). The construction of this G depends apparently on the 
prime 2 and it is by no means clear that an odd-ordered counterexample should 
exist. In fact, an intriguing conjecture concerning M-groups is the following. 
(*) Let G be an M-group of odd order and suppose N~G.  Then N is an 
M-group. 
A paper of I.M. Isaacs, [11], provides ome evidence that assertion ( . )  might 
be true. However the conjecture remains far from being proved. We observe 
the following. 
1.4. PROPOSITION. Let G and H be groups with G 7 tl.  Suppose that G and 
t l  both have odd order. Assume ( • ). Then G is an M-group if  and only i f  H 
is an M-group. 
PROOF. Let ce and fl be the isomorphisms from Definition (1.1). Consider the 
subgroup X of G x H defined by 
x= {(g, h) e G x H:  u(g(. (O)) = h(. (H)}. 
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Put M={(1,  v )eX:ve~n(H)}  and N={(u,  1 )eX:ue~n(G)} .  One readily 
verifies that M and N are normal subgroups of X and G=X/M and H=X/N.  
By virtue of Definition (1.1) we have 7n+ I(X) = {(g,/~(g)) : g e Yn + I(G)} • It 
follows that MNyn+I (X)= 1 =NN yn+l(X). This guarantees the existence of 
an injective homomorphism t :X -~X/MxX/Tn+I (X) ,  given by (g ,h )~ 
((g, h)M, (g, h) ~'n + 1 (AT)). Put Y = X/M × X /7 ,  + 1 (X). By Theorem 1.4 o f [ 1 ] 
we have X~- Y. Now X=I [X] ,  so Proposition (1.2) gives that Y=I[X]~n(Y) .  
Then observe that Y is of odd order and that t[X] is subnormal in Y. If G is 
an M-group, then Y is also an M-group since X/Yn+ I(X) is a nilpotent group. 
In view of (*) l[X] is now an M-group. Thus X is an M-group and since 
H= X/N  also H is an M-group. A similar argument yields that G is an M-group 
in case H is an M-group. [] 
The Proposition (1.4) and the example preceding it suggest hat one should 
consider groups satisfying suitable oddness hypotheses if one wishes to show 
that being an M-group is invariant under 2-isoclinism. The present paper deals 
with this problem in the special situation that H__ G, G~-H and H is an M- 
group having some extra properties. More precisely, the following will be 
proved. 
THEOREM A. Let G be a p-solvable group with p ~ 2 and let H be a subgroup 
o f  G with IG :Ht  =p-power. Assume that G=H~2(G) and that H is an M- 
group. Suppose G" is a p-group or G contains an abelian Hall p'-subgroup. 
Then G is an M-group. 
In order to prove this theorem we shall first derive a 'one character at a time' 
version of it. Thereafter, this so to speak 'local' result is used to give a 'global' 
assertion. This technique is not new and can be perceived in the work of Isaacs 
([11]) and E.C. Dade ([3]). The local setting of Theorem A runs as follows. 
THEOREM B. Let G be a p-solvable group with p--/: 2 and H be a subgroup o f  
G with IG :HI =p. Assume that G=H(2(G) .  Let 2 e Irr (Op(((H)) with ,~ non- 
principal, and assume that all 0 ~ Irr (H 12) are monomial. Suppose G" is a p- 
group or G contains an abelian Hall p'-subgroup. Then fo r  every 0~Irr  (HI A) 
the irreducible constituents o f  0 ° are monomial. 
There is some resemblance to Theorem A of our paper [8]. There we merely 
assumed 0 to be monomial with 0(1)=p-power. Here we drop the assumption 
on the degree of 0 and therefore have to impose some restrictions on the struc- 
ture of the group G. However, using th e example preceding Proposition (1.4), 
the following shows that Theorems A and B are not valid in case p = 2. 
EXAMPLE C. There exists a non-M-group G o f  order 2 t°- 7 with a normal 
subgroup H such that the fol lowing hoM. 
(a) H is an M-group. 
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(b) IG:H]  =2 and G=H(2(G). 
(c) G" is a 2-group and the Hall 2'-subgroups of G are cyclic of order 7. 
CONSTRUCTION. Let G1 be a minimal non-M-group of order 28 • 7 as given in 
[16]. We have ((G1)=(2(G1), I((G1)[ =2, yz(Gl)=y3(G0 and ]yz(al)l =27. 7. 
There exists an M-group G 2 of order 29. 7 having G 1 as a subgroup such that 
G2 = G1(2(G1) (see again [16] for this fact). By Proposition (1.2) G 17Gz and 
let a and/3 be the isomorphisms from Definition (1.1). As before (see the proof 
of Proposition (1.4)) consider the subgroup X of G 1 × G 2 defined by 
X= {(gl, g2) ~ G1 × G2: •(gl ~2(G1)) = g2(2(G2)} • 
Put NI = {(1, Z2) eX :  Z2 6 (2(G2)} and N2 = {(Zl, 1) ~X:  zl e (2(G1)}. Then 
NiaX and X/Ni= G i (i = 1, 2). Moreover 
Y3(X) = {(gl,/3(gl)) :gl E 73(G1)}. 
Hence NiNY3(X)= 1 (i= 1, 2). Put Y=X/N 1 ×X/?3(X). The map t :X~ Y 
given by t(x)=(xNl, xy3(X)) (xeX) is an injective homomorphism. As 
(2(G1) = ((G1) one easily checks that t[N2] ~< Y. Put G= Y/t[N2]. 
We calculate [G[. Now IN2[ = [((G1) [ = I~[N2ll =2. Further [X/N2[ = IG2], 
so iX[ =21°.7. Obviously y3(X)=y3(G1), so I),3(g)[ = [Yz(GI)I =2 v" 7. Hence 
[X/?3(X)t=23. Finally [X/N11=IG11=28.7. So [Y I=28.7 .23=2H.7 ,  
whence [G l =210. 7. 
Next, define a homomorphism f :  G2 ~ Y/I[N2] as follows. Let g2~G2 and 
choose gl e G1 such that (gl, g2) eX. Then put 
f(g2) = ((gl, g2)Nl, (gl, g2)I'3(g))"/[N2]. 
The map f is well-defined and satisfies the following property: 
V/l[N2] =f[G2]" (2( Y/I[N2]). 
Moreover, since ((Ga)=fz(G1), ker(f)=/3[)'3(G1)N[G1, (z(G1)]]=I. Hence 
Gz=f[G2]. Put H=f[G2]. Then G=H(z(G ). As IG2[=29.7, we have 
[G:H[=2.  It holds that G"=H"=G~'=G;' and tG('[=27. The Hall 2'- 
subgroups of G 2 and G are apparently cyclic of order 7. 
Notice that H is an M-group. We are left with showing G to be a non-M- 
group. Put R=X/N 1 x {i} and S= {[} xX/y3(X), so that Y=RS, R~ Y, 
S~Y,  [R ,S ]=I  and RNS=I .  Recall that Nzc_((X ) and IN21=2, say 
N2= (n),  n2= 1, n:~l.  Put r=(nN 1, 1. y3(X)) and s=(1 .N  1, nY3(X)). Then 
r~((R), s~((S) and rs=t(n). Since N1AN2=I  and N20),3(X)= 1, we have 
r 2= 1 =S 2, r:¢: 1 :gs. 
Note that R=G1. It is proved in [16] that there exists a non-monomial 
Q E Irr (R), with Q(r) = - Q(1) = - 8. Now take a a ~ Irr (S) with the property 
that [cr<s >, l<s>] =0, so that o'(s) = -or(l). Since S is nilpotent, cr is monomial. 
Further, let g=~cr, the product character of Q and o'. Then z~I r r (Y )  and 
ker (Z)- l[N2]. According to Theorem 2 of [17] Z is not monomial. Hence, by 
considering  as an element of Irr (G), we see that G is not an M-group. This 
concludes the construction f the example. [] 
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It would be nice to get a theorem like Theorem A in which the condition G" 
is a p-group or G contains an abelian Hall p'-subgroup has been dropped. 
However there is no hope to establish such a more general theorem along the 
lines of its local setting. For we have the following example, due to the referee 
of the first version of this paper. 
EXAMPLE D. There exists a group G with a normal subgroup H such that the 
following hold. 
(a) G=H(a(G) and IG:H t =p, p an odd prime. 
(b) I G ] is odd and G is p-nilpotent. 
(c) Op(~(H)) has a linear non-principal character 2, such that every 
0 e Irr (H 12) is monomial; but not every 2: e Irr (G ] 2) is monomial. 
CONSTRUCTION. Let E= (a, b, z) be elementary abelian of order p3 (p an 
odd prime). Let ~reAut (E) act on E via a~=az, ba=bz and z~=z. Put 
P=E× (a),  whence IPt =p4. 
Choose a prime q with p [ q + 1 and let Q be extra-special of order q3 and ex- 
ponent q. Let P act on Q, irreducibly on Q/((Q) and centralizing ((Q) with 
C , (Q)= (b, z, tr). Write U=Cp(Q). Observe that U is extra-special of order 
p3 and exponent p. Put G= Q >q P, whence [Gl=p4q 3. 
We have Uc  ~2(G). Note that if X<_P normalizes a subgroup of index q in 
Q, then Xc_ U. Therefore, if W is a subgroup of G with IG: W[ =pq, then 
W___ U and W= U(WN Q) with [U, WN Q] = I. This yields W' = U '= (z ) .  
Write Z=(z) .  Put H=Q(a, z, a), whence [Hl=p3q 3. Observe that 
Op(((H)) = Z c_ ((G) and H~ G. Further H(2(G) ~ HU and clearly G = HU. So 
G = H(z(G). 
Let ~. be a faithful linear character of Z. Every 0 e Irr (HI 2) has degree p or 
pq and is induced from a linear character of Q(z, tr) or Q0(z, tr), (where 
Q0 -< Q with I Q : Q0] -- q) respectively. To conclude the construction we show 
the existence of a non-monomial x e I r r  (G 12). Let ¢e  Irr (QZ) such that 
~(1) = q, z e ker (~) and ~bQ e Irr (Q). Since Q is extra-special nd z e ((G), ¢ is 
G-invariant. Now ]G : QZ I =p3 and [QZ : Z I = q3 are relatively prime, so 
has an extension ¢ e Irr (G) (see [9], V, Satz 17.12(a)). 
There exists a ~, e Irr (G/Q) with v/(l) =p and z ~ ker (~,). Regard ~ as an ir- 
reducible character of G, having Q in its kernel. Then X=¢~eI r r (G)  
([9], V, Satz 17.12(b)) and g(1)=pq.  Also z~ker  (Z), so we may assume that 
X ~ Irr (G 12). Now suppose g is monomial, say • =pc,  p e Irr (W), p(1) = 1, 
W<_G, ]G: W[ =pq. Because p is linear, ker (p) z_ W'=Z, so pz= 1 z. Hence, 
as zCker (X), we find 
0 -- [lz, Zz] -- [(lz) ~, Z] -- [pC, X] = [X, X] = 1, 
a contradiction. So Z is not monomial, which concludes the construction. ~2 
2. MONOMIAL CHARACTERS AND ISOCLINIC SUBGROUPS 
Before proving the Theorems A and B of Section 1, we first provide a varia- 
tion on Theorem (1.3). Here we deal with the case that H_< G and we focus our 
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attention on one single character. Without any oddness hypotheses the 
following is true. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let H<__G with G=H¢(G).  Then the following hold. 
(a) Let )~ e Irr (G). Then ZHe Irr (H). Moreover, i f  )~ is monomial, then XH is 
monomial. 
(b) Let 0 e Irr (H). Then 0 can be extended to G. Moreover, if  0 is monomial, 
then the irreducible constituents of  0 ° are all monomial. 
PROOF. (a) is evident and (b) follows from the fact that any irreducible con- 
stituent Z of 0 c is an extension of 0 and, if 0 is monomial, then any irreducible 
matrix representation f G affording Z is equivalent to one written by means 
of monomial matrices, since ~(G) acts like scalars. [] 
We remark that Theorem (2.1) together with Theorem 4.2 of [7] yields again 
the original result of Bioch and Van der Waall mentioned above. 
Let us now turn to the 2-isoclinic analogon of Theorem (2.1). Here the situa- 
tion is much more complicated. We need three preparatory results in behalf of 
the proofs of the Theorems A and B. 
2.2. LEMMA. Suppose G=H~2(G ). Then G" =H".  
PROOF. It is easily checked that G'=H' [G,  ~2(G)]. As [G, ~2(G)] c_ ~(G), this 
yields G" = H".  [] 
2.3. LEMMA. LetN~G and2e l r r (N)  with 2(1)=1. 
(a) IN, Ic(2)] c_ ker (2). 
(b) Let X Elrr (G 12) be a monomial character. Then 
respondent X~ of  X lying above 2, is monomial. 
the Clifford cor- 
PROOF. (a) Let neNand te lc (2  ). Then ntn- l t - leNand so 2(ntn 1t - l )= 
= 2(n)2t(n- 1) = 2(n)2(n-1) = 2(1) = 1. Hence ntn- It-1 e ker (2). We conclude 
[N, Ic(2)] _c ker (2). 
(b) This is Lemma 3.4 of [14]. [] 
2.4. LEMMA. Let G be a n-separable group. Either of  the following condi- 
tions imply that G has n-length at most 1. 
(a) G" is a 7r'-group. 
(b) G has an abelian Hall re-subgroup. 
PROOF. In both cases it has to be shown that G=O.,,~,n,(G). Both condi- 
tions (a) and (b) are inherited by sections of G. It is easy to check this in the 
case (a), whereas for (b), see [15], 9.1.6. Since G is r~-separable, O.(G)~ 1 or 
O~,(G)~ 1. 
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We use induction on IGI. Suppose Or,(G)~ 1. By the induction hypothesis 
G/Or,(G ) has g-length at most 1. This yields G=Or, r,,,(G ) as wanted. 
Hence we may assume that O~,(G)= 1. In situation (a), this makes G' an 
abelian n-group and since G/G' is abelian, the result follows in this case. Thus 
we proceed with (b). 
Put T=Or, r,,r(G). Observe that T~G, whence Or , (T )=l .  Suppose 
O~,~,(G)~G. Then G/Or(G) is not a n'-group and O~,n,(G)CT. Since 
T/Or(G) is n-separable, there exists a non-trivial Hall n-subgroup H/O~(G) 
of T/On(G). So HD O~(G) and apparently H is a Hall n-subgroup of T. By 
assumption H is abelian, so He_ Cr(On(T)). However, as O~,(T)= 1, the Hall- 
Higman Lemma ([4], Ch.6, Theorem 3.2) yields that Cr(Or(T))c_O~(T), 
whence Hc_ Or(T)=O~(G), a contradiction. Hence we have G=O~,~,(G). 
But then, as O. , (G)=I ,  it follows that Or,,n,,,(G)=O,,,,(G), as re- 
quired. [] 
By virtue of Lemma (2.2) and the theorem of Hall-Cunihin (see [15], 9.1.6) 
Theorem B can be formulated as follows. 
2.5. THEOREM B. Let G be a p-solvable group with p 4:2 and let H <_ G with 
G=H(2(G) and IG:HI=p. Let ,~Irr(Op(((H)) with ~,4:lop(¢(H)), and 
assume that all 0 ~ Irr (H[).) are monomial, Suppose that at least one of the 
following conditions holds. 
(i) H" is a p-group. 
(ii) Some (and hence every) Hall p'-subgroup of H is abelian. 
Then for every 0 ~ Irr (H 12) the irreducible constituents of 0c are monomial. 
PROOF. Suppose G, H, )t has been chosen among all triples satisfying the 
hypotheses, but not the conclusion of Theorem (2.5) with the order IG[ of G 
minimal. In a series of steps we derive a contradiction to that assumption. 
STEP 1. ( (G)cHand H~G. 
PROOF. Suppose ((G)~H. Then G=H((G), since [G:H I =p. By virtue of 
Theorem (2.1) this violates the choice of G, H, ,L Hence ((G)c_H and regar- 
ding G=H~2(G), this yields H~G. [] 
STEP 2. There exists a p-element z2 E (2(G) with G =H(z2) -  
PROOF. As IG :H  I =p and G=H~2(G), there exists a uE~2(G ) with u~H 
and the order of u being pa. m, where pXm and a_ l .  Hence umcH. Now 
G = H(U m) and the order of u 'n equals pa. Write z2 = um. [] 
The particular choice of G, H, 2 yields the existence of a non-monomial 
g E Irr (G [ 0) for some 0 ~ Irr (HI)0. For the rest of the proof we fix these Z and 
0. As 0 is monomial by hypothesis, Corollary (6.19) of [10] gives that gn=O. 
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Occasionally we shall abbreviate the group Op(((H)) by X. It holds that 
Xx = Ox= 8(1)2 = X(1)I. 
STEP 3. )C, 0 and )t are all faithful. 
PROOF. AS ZH=0, HA ker (z )= ker (0), thus ker (0)~G.  Now assume 
ker (0) g: 1. Put Y/ker (0) = Op(((H/ker (0))). Then certainly Xker (0)/ker (0) c_ 
c_ Y/ker (0), so X__ Y. Now Y/ker (0) is a central subgroup of H/ker  (0). 
Moreover 0 can be viewed as an irreducible character 6 of H/ker  (0). Hence 
there exists a unique/~ Irr (Y/ker (0)) with/2(1) = 1 and Oy/ker(O)= 8(1)/2. Thus 
Or= 0(1)/2, where/t  e Irr (Y). It follows that/t  is H-invariant. We must have 
/ t~ l r ,  since 2:~ 1 x. So /2:~ 1y/ker(0). Further, if ~/~Irr (Hip) ,  then 
v/e Irr (H ] 2), as/tx = 2. By hypothesis the elements of Irr (H 1/1) are therefore 
all monomial. This ensures that all elements of Irr((H/ker(O))l/2) are 
monomial. Moreover, H/ker  (0) satisfies one of the conditions (i) and (ii) of the 
theorem. This means that the triple G/ker (0), H/ker  (0),/2 is not a counter- 
example to the theorem, so all elements of Irr ((G/ker (0))16) are monomial. 
However ker (0) c_ ker (Z), so this means that Z is monomial, a contradiction. 
We therefore must have that ker (0) = 1, whence Xf'l ker (0) = ker (2) = 1. Next, 
assume G=Hker  (27). Then, as 27H = 0 is monomial, 27 is monomial, again a 
contradiction. By utilizing t G/H]=p, we conclude that ker (27)c_ H, thus 1 = 
=ker (0)=Hrhker00=ker (z ) ,  as wanted. [] 
STEP 4. ((G) is cyclic and Op(~(H))= Op(((G)). 
PROOF. By Step 3 Z is faithful, so Z(X)= ((G) is a cyclic group. By Step 1, 
((G)C_H, so Op(~(G))C_Op(((H)). Now Xx=Ox=O(1)2=X(1)2, so 
Z(x)=27(1)2(x) for every x~X. Thus IX(x)] =27(1), that is x~ZOc) for every 
x~X. We conclude that Xc_ ((G), so in particular Xc__ Op(~(G)). We now have 
X= Op(((G)). [] 
STEP 5. Z2 peOp(((H)). 
PROOF. Put A =X(zP) .  Then A is an abelian p-subgroup of H and A ~ G. 
For, if h~H, then h-lzPh=z f .  [z2 p, h] and [z p, h] ~X, since z2 is a p-element 
of (2(G). This shows that H normalizes A and G=H(z2) now yields A being 
normal in G. Next, choose an a e Irr (A [ 2). We claim that 
(*) A c_ Op(((IH(a))). 
It suffices to show that A c ((IH(a)). It holds that A ~IH(a). Let telH(a ). 
Certainly t centralizes X. Now a([t, z2P])=2([t, z2P]) and also a([t, z2P])= 
a(t-lzzPtz~) : u'-' (z2P)~(Zff)  = Ol(Zff) -1 p = u(z2 ) = 1. By virtue of Step 3, A is 
faithful, thus It, p - z2] 1, proving that t centralizes (zzP). This proves the above 
claim. 
Now assume that zP~iX. Then (*) yields that IH(a)CH for each 
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ae l r r (A I2  ). Fix an ae l r r (A)  with [0A, a]:#0. Since Ox=O(1)2, we must 
have ax = 2. Write T= IH(a). Certainly there exists a ~ e Irr (Op(((T)) t a) with 
[Oop(~(r)), ~] ¢0.  Note that PA = a and that p is non-principal. Put S= ( T, z;). 
H ~Gs 
T 
P Op(((T)) 
o¢ A 
2 ,X  
Then S= T(2(S). Our next claim is that S=Ic(a). Indeed, it is immediate that 
Tc_Ia(a), and as z2eCc(A), z2elc(a ). Hence Sc_lc(a). Conversely, let 
sela(a ). As G=H(z2), s=hz~ (hel l ,  ieZ) .  Thus a=aS=ahz~=a h, so he  T. 
This shows IG(a) C_ S and proves the above claim. We have HN S = T and G = 
=HS. Since TCH, this yields SCG and IS/T1= p. Let re l r r (T lp  ). As 
/l A = a, r e Irr (7*] a). Hence Cliffor~t's Theorem gives r i l e  Irr (HI2) ,  thus r H 
is monomial by hypothesis. However r is the Clifford correspondent of z H 
lying over u, so by employing Lemma (2.3) (b) z itself is monomial. The conclu- 
sion is that every r e Irr (T [p) is monomial. Moreover, T satisfies at least one 
of the conditions (i) and (ii) of the theorem. It follows that the triple S, T, p 
is not a counterexample to the theorem, so every tre Irr (S ] r) is monomial for 
every r e Irr (T]p). However A ~ G, S = I a (a) and [ZA, a] = [0 A, a] ¢ O. On in- 
voking Clifford's Theorem again, X = a G for some a ~ Irr (S [ a). By Mackey's 
Theorem aT e Irr (T I a) and (at) H = 0. As BA = a and [Oop(¢(T)), P] --g O, there 
must exist a re  I r r (T [p )  with rH=o. The uniqueness of the Clifford cor- 
respondent of 0 lying over u now forces z = a r. Hence a is monomial and thus 
X is monomial, a contradiction. Therefore zpCX cannot hold. [] 
STEP 6. IH: CH(Z2)I =P" 
PROOF. Consider the map f :  H-o  ( (H)  defined by f(h) = [h, z2]. As zz e (2(G) 
f is a homomorphism and since z2 is a p-element, f[H] c_ X. Now observe that 
[h, z p] = [h, z2] p= 1 in view of Step 5. So f[H] has exponent dividing p. 
However we are assured by Step 4 that X is cyclic. It follows that f[H] = Cp 
or f[H] = 1. The latter case yields that z2 centralizes H and in view of 
G=H(z2) this would give z 2 E ((G)c_ H, whence z2 ~H,  which does not hold. 
Thus f[H] = Cp and as ker ( f )  = CH(Z2) we have the required index. [] 
STEP 7. Let A be a normal abelian p-subgroup of H with Op(((H))c_ 
cA c CH(Z2). Then A = Op(((H)). 
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PROOF. Choose a e Irr (A ] ~l) with [)~A, a] = [OA, t~] :/:0. Note that ax=2. Put 
T=IH(a ) and S= (T, z2). Since A c_ CH(Z2) it follows from So_It(a) and T= 
= Io(a ) A H that S = I c (a). Also G = HS. We have ker (a) ~ S. By Lemma (2.3) 
(a) we have the following inclusions: A/ker  (a) c_ Op(((T/ker (a))) _ T/ker (a) c_ 
c_ S/ker (a). Let bar z denote reducing modulo ker (a). Observe that A ¢ 1, as 
ax = )~ ¢ lx. Further note that $ = (T, z2), so that S = T(2(S). Now there exists 
a a e Irr (S[a) with Z = a ~, by Clifford's Theorem and the fact that A ~ G. 
CH(Z2) 
ker (c0 
/3  
1 X 
H p /0 
Co(z2) P 
;s 
/ 
P A(z2) 
Put r=av .  By Mackey's Theorem O=XH=(aG)H=(aT) H= r H, and it follows 
that re  Irr (T I a). Then aA = rA = a(1)a= z(1)a, since a is T-invariant. In par- 
ticular ker (a) c__ A CI ker (a) = A f'l ker (r). This means that we can view a as 
d ~ Irr (S), respectively r as f e Irr (7'). Let fi e Irr (Op((@))) be the unique ir- 
reducible constituent of f when restricted to Op(((T)). Write ~ for a when 
considered as a character of ,4. Hence fi• =d.  Since 2¢  Ix, we have 12¢ 
¢lop(¢(~)). Pick an arbitrary ¢~elrr(TI/~). We view ¢ as q~I r r (T )  with 
ker (a) c ker (q~), and thus [q~A, 6e] ¢0.  By Clifford's Theorem qiH~ Irr (H). 
Because 3. = a x, q~ lies above ;t, whence by hypothesis q~n is monomial. By 
virtue of Lemma (2.3) (b) q~ itself is monomial, and hence ~ is monomial. The 
conclusion is that every element of the set Irr (Tiff) is monomial. Now suppose 
ISI < [G I. The group T satisfies at least one of the conditions (i) and (ii) of the 
theorem. This means that the triple S, T, fi is not a counterexample to the 
theorem. Hence every element of Irr (SIq~) is monomial for every ~ ~ Irr (Tiff). 
However d t=fe l r r (T t f i ) .  We get that d, and hence a is monomial. This 
contradicts Z = a °. 
It follows that I S/ker (c01 = I G I, which implies ker (a) = 1 and G = S, that is 
a is faithful and G-invariant. As a is linear this yields A c~(G), so 
A c_ Op(((G)). Finally Step 4 gives A _ X, as desired. [] 
STEP 8. Let A be a normal abelian p-subgroup of H with A c_ CH(Z2). Then 
A c_ Op(~(H)). 
PROOF. Consider the subgroup AX of H. This is a normal abelian p- 
subgroup of Hwi th  Xc_AXCCH(Z2). By Step 7 AX=X,  hence Ac_X. [] 
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STEP 9. H is not p-nilpotent. 
PROOF. Assume H is p-nilpotent, so Op,(H)=OP(H). We derive a con- 
tradiction. For the moment write C=CI4(zz). Since by Step 6 IH/C[ = 
=p, Op,(C) = Op,(H) = OP(H) = OP(C). Next we argue that X= Op(C). For 
suppose XCOp(C). Put Y=XOP(C). Then Y is a normal subgroup of H. 
And since XCOp(C), we have YCOp(C)Op,(C). As H/Y is a p-group, 
we can choose a minimal normal subgroup B/Y of H/Y with B/Yc_ 
C Op(C)Op,(C)/Y and IB/Y] =p. So B~H and hence A =B('I Op(C)~H. 
Since B=A Y and A f3 Y=X, we have ]A/X I =p. Now Xc_ ~(A), so A must be 
an abelian p-group. This contradicts Step 8, and so X= Op(C) holds. Now 
assume that H"  is a p-group. Note that H '  is p-nilpotent, as H is. Hence H '  = 
=POp,(H'), where P is some Sylow p-subgroup of H ' .  Since H"  is a p-group, 
P is in fact normal in H ' ,  so P= Op(H') and hence H '  = O;(H') x Op,(H'). As 
H'c_.C, Op(H')C_Op(C)=X, so Op(H') is abelian. On the other hand 
H'/Op(H')=Op,(H') is abelian, as H"c. Op(H'). We conclude that H '  is 
abelian, so H"= 1. Now Lemma (2.2) implies that G"= 1, that is G is 
metabelian. In particular G is an M-group, which contradicts X being a non- 
monomial character. 
Pc  
) 
Op(C) OP(C) 
Finally suppose that H has an abelian Hall p'-subgroup. Then Op,(H)= 
= OP(H)= OP(G) is abelian. But then G is an extension of an abelian group 
by a p-group. A theorem of B. Huppert ([9], V, Satz 18.4) asserts then that G 
is in fact an M-group, again a contradiction to the choice of )~. [] 
STEP 10. Let Q be a Hall/) '-subgroup of Op, p,(C~(z2)). Then 
[Q, op(cH(z2) ) ]  = 1. 
PROOF. Write C= C~r(Zz) and E= [Op(C), Q]. Assume E~ 1. We shall prove 
that the following hold for E: 
(a) E ~ H and EQ ~ H. 
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(b) [E, Q] = E and ((E) c_ X. 
(c) E is an extra-special p-subgroup of H of exponent p. 
(a) Let h e H. Then Qh is again a Hall p'-subgroup of Op, p,(C). By the 
Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem Qh=QC for some CeOp(C). Hence Eh= 
= [Qh, Op(C)h] = [QC, Op(C)] = [Q, Op(C)] =E. Thus E~H. Also Qh = QC im- 
plies Qh c_ Q[Q, Op(C)] =EQ, whence EQ~H. [] 
(b) As the orders of Q and OR(C ) are relatively prime, it follows from [4], 
Ch. 5, Theorem 3.6 that [E, Q] = lOp(C), Q, Q] = [Op(C), Q] =E. Now ~(E) 
char E and E~H, so ~(E)~H. Since ~(E)c__ C, Step 8 yields ~(E)c_ X. [] 
(c) First observe that Op(C) is non-abelian. For, if Op(C) is abelian, then by 
virtue of Step 8, Op(C) would be central in H, so that E= 1, which is not the 
case. According to Steps 4 and 80p(C)  has all its characteristic abelian 
subgroups central and cyclic. On invoking a theorem of Ph. Hall ([9], III, Satz 
13.10(a)) we have Op(C)= ~(Op(C))D, a central product, where D is an extra- 
special p-group of exponent p and f2~ (~(Op(C))) and ~(D) are identified. Direct 
calculation shows that D char OR(C ), SO D~C. Hence E=[OR(C),Q]= 
= [¢(Op(C))D, Q] = [D, Q] c_ D. Should E be abelian, then by Step 8 and (b) 
E c_X, whence E=[E,  Q]= 1, a contradiction. Hence E is a non-abelian 
subgroup of D, so that E is extra-special nd exp(E)=p. [] 
This proves (a), (b) and (c). 
Next, put p =Xxn E. Then pv~ 1. For otherwise ENXc_ ker (X)= 1 (see Step 
3). However ( (E)_  EAX by (b). As E:g 1, we have ((E):g 1, a contradiction. 
Now 2 is H-invariant and/l  is of course irreducible. By Corollary (4.2) in [13] 
restriction defines a bijection between Irr (EX] 2) and Irr (E I/1). Now pick a 
q~ e Irr (EI/t). Since E is extra-special ~ vanishes outside ((E). As ((E) c ((H) 
we have that q~ is H-invariant. Choose the unique q/e Irr (EX[ 2) with q/E = 0- 
Observe that EX is a p-group, ~(1)=p-power and q/is H-invariant. 
Next, Lemma (2.4) of [12] guarantees the existence of an r/e Irr (H) with 
[r/EX, U/] :~0 and t/(1)=p-power. Apparently r/e Irr (HI2), so by hypothesis r/
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is a monomial character. Moreover ( (E)~ker(r / ) ,  since ~/x=r/(1)2, so that 
XO ker (r/) = 1. We can now employ Theorem (2.2) of [12] to ensure that some 
maximal abelian subgroup A of E with [A/((E)] = IE/A[ is normal in H. This 
violates Step 8. Hence the assumption E:~ 1 is false and Q acts therefore trivial- 
ly on Op(C). [] 
STEP 11. (Final contradiction) The triple G, H, 2 is not a counterexample to 
the theorem. 
PROOF. By Step 10, Op, p,(CH(Z2)  = Q x Op(CH(Z2)), where Q is the Hall p'-  
subgroup of Op, p,(CH(Z2) ). In particular Q char Op, p,(CH(Z2) ) and 
Op, p,(Cl-t(z2)) char CH(z2), so that Q~H.  Now Lemma (2.4) with re= {p}' 
yields that under the conditions (i) or (ii) the p'-length of CH(z2) is at most 1. 
This implies that I Cz4(z2) : Op, p,(C,(z2))] =p-power. Since ]H/CH(Z2) [ =p, it 
follows that Q is in fact a Hall p'-subgroup of H. Since Q~H,  this means that 
H is p-nilpotent, a contradiction to Step 9. [] 
This finishes the proof of Theorem (2.5). [3 
We are now in position to derive Theorem A. 
2.6. THEOREM A. Let G be a p-solvable group with p--# 2 and let H<. G with 
G=H(2(G ) and [G:H[ =p-power. Suppose H" is a p-group or a Hall p'- 
subgroup of H is abelian. I f  H is an M-group, then G is an M-group. 
PROOF. We argue in several steps. Suppose H is an M-group. 
(i) We may assume ((G)c_ H. So H~ G. 
PROOF. Let K=H((G).  By virtue of Proposition (1.2) and Theorem (1.3) K 
is an M-group. Moreover G=K(2(G) and [G :K t =p-power. Further K"=H"  
and a Hall p'-subgroup of K is isomorphic to a Hall p'-subgroup of H. We may 
therefore proceed with the group K and assume that ((G) c_ H. Finally ((G) c H 
implies that H~Hf2(G)=G.  [] 
(ii) We may assume that IG/H] =p. 
PROOF. By (i) G/H is abelian. Suppose there exists a subgroup K of G with 
H~KCG.  Since G=H(2(G) we have K=H(2(K ) and G=K(2(G ). Also 
IG :K[ and tK: H I are both p-powers. Further K" =H" by Lemma (2.2) or K 
has an abelian Hall p'-subgroup. Since Igl <[GI we can assume that the 
theorem holds for K. Hence we may continue with K instead of H. Thus we 
can take [G/H I=p. [] 
A similar argument as used in Step 2 of the proof of Theorem (2.5) shows 
that there exists a p-element z2~ (2(G) with G =H(z2) .  
(iii) We may assume Op(((H))¢l. 
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PROOF. I f  [Z2, H]  = 1, then Z2E ~'(G), so certa in ly  G=H((G) and G wou ld  be 
an M-group  by v i r tue o f  P ropos i t ion  (1.2) and Theorem (1.3). Hence  we may 
assume that an heH exists with z= [z2, h] :~ 1. As z 2 is a p -e lement ,  z is a p -  
e lement  and o f  course ze~(H) .  [] 
(iv) G is an M-group .  
PROOF. Suppose  0~ Irr (H)  wi th ker (0) ;~Op(~(H)) .  By means  of  Theorem 
(2.5) we have that  all e lements  o f  Irr  (G]0)  are monomia l .  Now G is an M-  
g roup  unless there exists a non-monomia l  )C ~ Irr  (G) .  Assume the existence o f  
such a X- Let  0 be an i r reducib le  const i tuent  o f  ZH. Since 0 is monomia l ,  Cor -  
o l lary  (6.19) o f  [10] gives Z/4= 0. Moreover  we must  have Op(~(H))c_ ker (0). 
Now ker (0 )=ker  (Z) OH,  whence ker (0 )~G.  Since [z2, H]  c_ Op(~(H)), 
z2ker (0) central izes H /ker  (0). It fo l lows that  G /ker  (0 )=H/ker  (0) .  
• ~(G/ker(O)), because G=H(z2). Of  course  H /ker  (0) is an M-group ,  so 
again on invok ing  Propos i t ion  (1.2) and Theorem (1.3) G /ker  (0) is an M-  
group.  However  ker (0)c_ ker (x )  so • can be v iewed as an e lement  o f  
I rr  (G /ker  (0)). So after  all X is monomia l ,  a cont rad ic t ion .  There fore  all ir- 
reducib le  characters  o f  G are monomia l .  []  
This  f inishes the proo f  o f  Theorem (2.6). 
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